Recyclable & Fully BIODEGRADABLE

The revolutionary TWOinONE Flexy-Glasses enable
single use polypropylene to break down into a wax
like structure returning the material to nature. So
ground breaking and phenomenal is the
development that the HRH Prince of Wales
selected the product as part of his Terra Carta
brand, which was showcased for the first time at
Kelvingrove Gallery in Glasgow, at COP26. HRH
Prince of Wales commented...

become part of the fugitive plastic waste stream,
which is approximately 32% of all plastics, that’s
about 2 billion tonnes, they will biodegrade in less
than a year, without any micro plastic being
present.

Importantly if fugitive plastic can be reduced on
land, it will automatically reduce the amount of
plastic that enters rivers and oceans, thereby
improving the marine environment.This is what
“brilliant ideas like this come from
makes it different to other technologies that leave
realising that nature has worked out
plastic fragments or particles, and therefore are
how to fix most of the problems we
not truly biodegradable. The new material Is
Reinforced by the British standard BSI PAS 9017
face”.
which independently verifies that the plastic
The tumblers made from this material can either be biodegrades.
collected and recycled or if for some reason they

What happens if the cup is not recycled...
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The facts
• Can the tumblers be recycled?
The product is fully compatible with the recycling loop of
conventional PP and does not affect the properties and
performance of the produced recycled product.

• What is the expected product’stotal
storage life?
Approx. 2 years under normal storage conditions.

• Can the product only start tobiodegrade
once removed from the box?
Yes, but there are many variables. It will start to degrade
once outside of the box, if exposed to light, air, moisture
and microbes.

• What is the raw material?
High quality food-grade polypropylene.

Biodegradation standard
(PAS 9017)

• Is the technology the same as oxobiodegradable?

Absolutely Not. Unlike Oxo-degradable, Biotransformation What is this standard?...
builds on the synergetic action of UV, air, heat, moisture and
microbes to chemically transform the product into In simple terms, the standard measures if products made with
bioavailable oligomeric residue. The process is microplastic- IE Polymateria’s masterbatch will biodegrade in open air
free and does not leave any harmful substances behind. • environment without leaving harm in the natural
environment
How does this compare to PLA cups?
(microplastics and toxins). It also specifies that in the process
Unlike PLA, which requires Industrial Composting, no special of biodegradation plastic should turn to wax.
For further info: https://shop.bsigroup.com/products/plastics-biodegradation-of-polyolefins-in-anfacilities are required for this product to biodegrade.
open-air-terrestrial-environment-specification
Further more our TwoinOne Flexy-Glass can be recycled.

Single-use tumblers comparison table
AMBER

GREEN

Materials

Positives & Negatives

PLA Cups

• Industrially
Compostable
ONLY
Very few sites
available • Not
Recyclable
•
Mainly made of
plastic
• Printable

Materials

Polypropylene
Flexy-Glass (PP)

Positives & Negatives
• Recyclable
• Printable
• Tree-Free

Materials

TwoinOne
Flexy-Glass (PP)
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Positives & Negatives
•
Recyclable•
FULLY
biodegradable in
up to 1 year
•
Printable
•
Tree-Free

#

Product code

Product

Capacity to brim
(approx.)

Case Count

TwoinOne Flexy-Glass Range

1

F612ACBIO

TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked ½ pint to brim

284ml

1000

2

FG613CBIO

TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked ½ pint to line

340ml

1000

3

FG616CBIO

TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked 1 pint to brim

568ml

1000

4

FG617CBIO

TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked 1 pint to line

630ml

1000

Printed TwoinOne Flexy-Glass Range (coming soon)

F612ACBIOEG

Printed TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked ½ pint to brim

284ml

1000

FG613CBIOEG

Printed TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked ½ pint to line

340ml

1000

FG616CBIOEG

Printed TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked 1 pint to brim

568ml

1000

FG617CBIOEG

Printed TwoinOne Flexy-Glass
UKCA marked & CE marked 1 pint to line

630ml

1000

Made in Recyclable

Food Grade

Printable the UK
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Revolutionary Auto-Destruct Plastic Tumblers Featured at
COP26 with Royal Endorsement
fugitive plastic waste stream which is approximately 32% of
all plastics, that’s about 2 billion tonnes,they will break down
into wax, and return to nature in less than a year, without any
micro plastic being present.
Importantly if fugitive plastic can be reduced on land, it will
automatically reduce the amount of plastic that enters rivers
and oceans, thereby improving the marine environment .This
is what makes it different to other technologies that leave
plastic fragments or particles, and therefore are not truly
biodegradable. The new material Is Reinforced by the British
standard BSI PAS 9017 which independently verifies that the
plastic can biodegrade without causing any harm.
Caroline Wiggins CEO of eGreen comments ‘COP26 is a
wonderful opportunity to put the environment at the
forefront of the world agenda and we hope that our
industry will seize the opportunity to embrace this new
type of plastic which will promote circularity.’
James Taylor - Sales Manager of eGreen comments ‘It was a
pleasure to attend COP26 over the course of 2 days where
some of the eGreen & Polymateria teams had the honour of
meeting HRH Prince Charles and discussing the new cups,
which he had endorsed with the Terra
Carta logo for this event.’
HRH Prince Charles, holding one of our new cups.

eGreen, a name associated with innovation and design has
been working with Imperial College London, for 4 years to
bring to market revolutionary plastic tumblers which enables
single-use polypropylene to break down into a wax like
structure returning the material to nature. So ground
breaking and phenomenal is the development that the HRH
Prince of Wales has selected the tumblers as part of his Terra
Carta brand which will be showcased for the first time at
Kelvingrove Gallery in Glasgow, at COP26 .
Quoted this week HRH Prince of Wales refers to it... ‘as a
brilliant ideas like this come from realising that nature has
worked out how to fix most of the problems we face.’

Our new cups, printed with the Terra Carta brand.
Date:05.11.21
Main Image: GETTY Images Source for HRH
Prince Charles Quote:
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/16522059/prince-charles-save-earth/

It might feel like small steps but as HRH Prince Charles
observed if everyone took them imagine the impact it would
have, he said.
The tumblers made from this material can either be collected
and recycled or if for some reason they become part of the
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